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ABSTRACI

Thestructuresof ninegem-qualitycrystalsof V-bearing vite,a=15.95,c=7.17 A y= 1530 43,R3*,havebeenrefined
to R indices of. -227o using graphite-monochromated MoKcl X-radiation; the crystals used for the X-ray dala collection were
analyzed using an electron microprobe. The Si content of these crystals is significantly less than 6 atoms per formula unit;
zrssignment of talAl sufficient to fill the Ji site results in a linear relationship between <Si-O> and t4lAI content. Examination of
recent results of stucture refinement for tourmalile shows no well-defined relationship between 44> and constituent
Lczf;:on radius. Conversely, there is a well-developed linear relationship between <I-O> and constifirent l-cation radius.
Site-scattering refinement shows F to be strongly to completely ordered at the O(1) site. There is no significant positional
disorder at the O(1) or O(2) sites.

Keywords: tourmaline, uvite, crystal-stuctue refinement, site populations, chenical analysis, Si = Al substitution.

Solvtr\a^ARE

Nous avons affin6 la sffucture de neuf cristaux gemmes d'uvite vanadifdre , a - L5.95, c *7.17 A, y= 1530 A3, R3rz, jusqu'i
un r6sidu ft d'environ 2.2Vo en utilisant un rayonnement X de MoKcr (monochromatisation au graphite). Les cristaux qui ont
servi pour la collection des donn6es ont 6t6 analysds par la suite avec une microsonde 6lectronique. La tenew en Si de ces
cristaux est infdrieure d 6 atomes par unit6 formulaire; l'atfribution de talAl pour remplir le site Si mdne d une relation lin6aire
entre <,Si - O> et la teneur en t41A1. Une 6tude des r6sultats d'affrnements r6cents de la sructure de la tourmaline ddmontre
l'absence d'une relation bien d6finie entre <Z- O> et le rayon de I'atome qui se trouve dans le site Z. Au contrahe, nous trouvons
une relation lin6aire bien ddvelopp€e entre <Z- O> et le rayon de I'ion occupant le site L Un affinement de la dispersion des
rayons X par les divers sites dd.montre que les atomes F ont une forte tendance d occuper le site O(l). Il n'y a pas de d6sordre
de position important impliquant les sites O(1) et O(2).

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: tourmaline, uvite, affinement de la structure cristalline, occupation des sites, composition chimique, substitution
s i=A1.

Intnooucnolt

As part of a general study on the crystal chemistry
of tourmaline. here we examine the structural
chemistry of uvite. We are attempting to derive
relations between mean bond-length and constituent-
cation radius for all cation sites in the tourmaline
structure (Hawthorne et al. L993, Bums et al. 1994).
Such relationships will allow derivation of the
oxidation states of transition metals and the patterns
of catiotr order in chemically complex tourmalines
by a combination of SREF (Structure REFinement)
and EMPA @lectron MicroProbe Analysis). Because
of the difficulty in establishing these relationships
accruatgly for such qemplicated minerals as
tourmaline, we have begun this work by focusing on
Fe-free tourmaline in which there is no arnbiguity

introduced conceming the valence state of Fe. In this
way, we initially dispense with one of the more
intractable problems of tle crystal chemistry of
tourmaline; this can be addressed once we have
a better understanding of the crystal chemisty of this
goup.

E:<prr.n[m{TAL

The crystals used in this work are vanadium-
bearing; they were collecled in East Africa, and
purchased n 1992 from a dealer who was unwilling to
give the exact location, merely stating that it was a new
find. Nine crystals were selected on the basis of color
variation in tle material available to us. The
color varies through shades of green, and the intensity
of the color increases with increasins V content.
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TABLE 1. DATA COLLECTION AND REFINEI\4ENT INFORMATION FOR UVITE CRYSTALS

a6)
c(A)
yda)

<r>(mm) O.21

8{az.) 2,38
Rlaz.t' 2,36

#l  I  136

# fF. l  >5a 1129

R 2,47
wR 3.95
GOF i  1  . 16

15.950(2) 15.940(1)
7,17411t 7.177t11

1674.6t41 1679.1(3)

0 . ' t 9  0 .14
1 .34  1 ,78
1,29 '.t.37

' I  136 1 136
1129 1 1 19
2,18 2.08

3 .84  3 .12
1 , 3 6  1 . 1 5

15.940(1) 15.938(2)

7 .163 (1 )  7 .179 (11

1576.1(3) 1579.2(41

o.20 0.19

1 .29 1,51

1.23 1.44

1  1 3 1  1  1 3 3

1125 1't2A

1 .99  2 .17

3.35 3.65
1 .20  1 .21

1 E  O F O t l l  l F  O R F r r t

7.175(11 7,170111
1582.5(3) 1580.7(3)

0 .16  0 .21

3 .1  1  1 .67

2,88 1,47

1  139  I  139
1 ' 1 3 1  1 1 3 6

2.48 2,25

3.61 3,67

1 ,20  1 .03

15,958(2) 15,9s7(1)

7.180(1) 7.175t1t
1583.3(4) 1582,4t31

o,22 0,18
1.44 1,72

1 .39  1 .69

1  13S  1  139
1 133 1129

2,O2 2.OO

3,28 3.39

1 .22  1 .32

1 5.949(1 )
7.1 88(1 )

r 583.4(3)

o denotes corroctod for absotption; spacs group is tt3m, Z = 3, radiation/monochromster is Mo/graphito
' GOF = goodnoss of fh

Collection of X-ray data

Each of the nine crystals selected for study was
ground to an (approximate) sphere and mounted on a
Nicolet R3rz automated four-circle diffractometer.
Twenty-five reflections were cenlered using graphile-
monochromatized MoKa X-radiation. The cell dimen-
sions (Table 1) were derived from the setting angles of
the twenty-five automatically aligned reflections by
least-squares methods. A total of 1101-1128 sym-
metry-independent reflections was measured for each
crystal (3 < 20 < 60'), with index ranges 0 < h < L9,
0 < /c < 19, -11 < I 3 11; reflections forbidden by the
R-lattice resfriction were not measured. Two standard
reflections were measnred every 50 reflections; no
significant changes in their intensities occurred during
data collection. Each data set was corrected for
Lorentz, polarization and background effects, and
reduced to sffucture facton. An empirical absorption-
correction, based on 36 y-scans for each of I I reflec-
tions, was applied to each data set (R-azimuthal given
in Table 1).

Refi.nement of the crystal structare

Scattering curves for neutal atoms, together with
anomalous-dispersion corrections, were taken from
Cromer & Mann (1968) and Cromer & Liberman
(1970), respectively. The Siemens SI{EIXIL PLUS
@C version) system of programs was used tbroughout.
The.R indices are of the conventional form and are
given as percentages.

Each refinement was done in the space group.R3rz,
the space group of all tourmaline species @ietrich
1985). Starting atomic positional parameters were
those of tsilaisite (Nuber & Schmetzer 1984). The
final cycles of refinement included anisoftopic dis-
placement-factors, site-scattering parameters for the

X, Y and Z sites, an empirical isotropic-extinction
correction and a refinable weighting factor g, given by
w = Ll[&(F) + abs(g)Fz]. Structures were tested for
absolute orientation aod tansformed as appropriate.
Final .R-indices (Iable 1) range from 2 .UVo to 2.5Vo, and
wR indices range from 3.1.Vo to 3.97o. Refined
positional parameters and equivalent isoffopic
displacement-factors are glven in Table 2, selected
interatomic distances in Table 3 and bond angles in
Table 4, and refined site-scattering values in Table 5.
Structure factors may be obtained from the Depository
of Unpublished Data, CISTI, National Research
Council of Canada Ottawa Ontario KlA 0S2.

Chemical analysis

To ensure good chemical information for the site-
population assignment, the single crystals used in the
X-ray intensity-data collection were remounted,
polished, carbon-coated and analyzed. Electron-
microprobe analysis was done on a CAMECA SX-50
microprobe in the wavelength-dispersion mode. Beam
conditions for all elements were 15 kV, beam current
of 20 nA, and a spot diameter of I pm. Counting times
for all element peak and background determinations
were 20 s and 10 s, respectively. The analytical data
were reduced and corrected using the (Qpz) method
@ouchou & Pichoir 1984, 1985). The crystals were
analyzed with the following standards: albite (Na),
orthoclase (K), diopside (C4 Si), fayalile (Fe), spes-
sartine (Mn), olivine (Mg), chromite (Cr), titanite (Ii),
WzOz (V), kyanite (Al) and fluor-riebeckite (D. The
chemical data for each crystal are averages of 10 deter-
minations taken uniforrnly over each crystal.

The analytical data are summarized in Table 6;
structural formulae were initially calculated on the
basis of 31 anions, assuming stoichiometic amounts of
H2O as OW (i.e., OH + F = 4 atoms per formula unit,
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TABLE 2. FINAL ATOMIC PARAMETERS FOR WrrE CRYSTALS"'
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T72 T73 174 't78 T80

x x 0
y 0
z 0.8408
u q . 1 0 6 ( 6 )

Y x 0.06346(3)
y 0.93854(3)
z 0.4401(3)
uq. 69(3)

Z x 0.26171141
y 0,29802141
z 0,4646(3)
ue. 55(2)

Si x 0.19044(3)
y 0,19214(3)
z 0.0686(3)
vq. 64121

B x 0,8903(1)
y 0.1097(1)
z 0,6167(6)
uq. 69(7)

o (1 )  x  0
y 0
z 0.2946(5)
u{. 57(7)

O(2) x 0.93938(81
y 0.06062(8)
z 0.5946(4j
uq. 103(10)

O(3) x 0,13406(81
y 0,86594(8)
z 0.5574(41
u*. 88(5)

O(4) x 0,90807(7)
y 0.09193(7)
z -0,0040(4)

uq. 103(6)

0{6) x 0.09067(8)
y 0.90933(8)
z -0.0266(41
uq. 92(6)

0(6)  x 0.1867(11
y 0.19583t9)
z 0.2905(4)
uq. 84(6)

Oo) x 0.28472191
y 0.28526(9)
z -0.0137(3)

u d . 9 1 ( 4 )

O(8) x O.27o2l1l
y 0.2096t1)
z 0.6264(3)
u*. 102(5)

0
0
0.8408
136(7)

0.06326(3)
0,93674(3)
0.4384(3)
59(3)

0.26165(5)
0.29806(4)
0.4535(31
55(2)

0.19043(4)
o.'t9224141
0.0069(3!
61t21

o.8903(1 )
0. I 097(1 l
0,6150(51
71(8)

0
0
0.2930(4)
83(7)

0.93963(9)
0.06047(9)
0.5921(5!
94(1 0'

0.13410{9)
0.86590(9)
0.5601(4t
90(6)

0.90793(8)
0,09207(81

-0.0057(4)
1 10(61

0.09099(8)
0.90901 (8)

-o.o270141

118 (6 )

0.1 871 (1 )
0.1 962(1 )
o.2s01(4)
84(6)

0.28497(9)
0.2854(1 )

-0.0147(4)

81(5)

o.2703111
0.2093(1 )
o.a245l4l
83(6)

0
0
0,8408
137(9)

0.06324(3)
0.93676(3)
0.4388(4)
8B(31

0.261 65(5)
0,29799(5)
o.4541(41
60(3)

0.19035(5)
o,19211t41
0.0672@l
58(2)

0.8901 (1 )
0.1 099( 1 1
0.61 55(6)
7',tt11l

0
0
o.2928t41
102(71

0.9393(1 )
0.0607(1 )
0.5929(6)
105(1 1l

0.1 341 (1 )
0.8059(1 )
0.5574(5)
94(8)

0.9076(1 )
0.0924(1 )

-o.0052(6)
't14(71

0.o90s(1 )
o.9091 (1 l

-0.0263(5)

1 08(7)

0.1 869(1 l
0.1 962(1 )
0.2902(6)
86(6)

0.2850(1 )
0.2854(1 )

-0.014{}(5}

87(6)

0.2703(1 )
0.2090(1 )
0.8248(5)
96(61

o
0
o.8408
1 36(1 0l

0.06305(4)
0.93695(4)
0,4350(5)
68(3)

o,26 t 55(5)
o,29793(5)
o,4525141
58(3)

0.19044(4)
o.19225141
0.0662(41
67t2l-

0.8902(1 )
0.1098(1 )
0,6145(6)
64(1 0)

o.2907l4l
86(7)

0.93S5(1)
0.0605(1 )
0,5907(6)
99 (1  1 t

0.1 339(1 )
0 .8661  (1 )
0.6652(5)
s3(7)

0.90783(91
0.09217(91

-0,0075(5)
r  19(?)

0,09092(9)
0.90908(91

-0.0291(5)

1 1 8(6)

0.1 809(1 )
0.1 903(1 )
0.2890(6)
80(6)

0.2853(1 )
0.2859(1 )

-0.01 58(1 )
86(6)

o,2701(11
0.2092(1 )
0.6237(61
90(81

0
0
0.8408
1 6 0 ( 1 1 )

0.06302(3)
o.93698(3)
0.4376(4)
63(3)

0.261 60(4)
o.29802(4)
o.464414l
62121

0.19O22t41
0.19201 (3)
0.0676(4)
62{2't

0.8902(1 )
0,1 098(1 )
0,61 53(6)
75(8)

o
0
o.2943(41
49(8)

0.93941 (9)
0.o6059(91
0.5903(6)
I  18(1 0)

o.1 3371 (9)
0.86629(9)
0.6666(6)
1 06(6)

o.90754(8)
0.09246(8)

-0.0050(5)
1 03(6)

0.091 28(8)
0.s0872(8)

-0.0258(5)
107(6)

0.1 864(1 l
0.1 968(1 )
0,2903(6)
83(5)

o.2860(1 )
0.2861 (1)

-0.o138(4)
86(5)

O.27O3(1'l
0.2097(1 )
0.6267(6)
94(6)

0
0.8408
1 36(9)

0.08313(31
0.93687(3)
0,4306(4)
60(31

0.261 66(5)
0,29801 (6)
0.4629(41
54(21

0.1 9040(4)
o.19216(41
0.0857(4)
57t?l-

0.8902(1 )
0.1 098(1 )
0.61/t4(6)
69(9)

o
o
0.2919(4)
104(8)

0.93938(9)
0.06062(9)
0.6914(61
99(1 0)

0.1 3382(9)
0.86672(9)
0.5569(5)
94(6)

o.9077718'
0.09223(8)

-0.0068(5)

1 13(6)

0,09101(8)
0.908s9(8)

-0.0279(5)

1 I  1(6)

0.1 808(1 )
0 .1  961  (1  )
0.2892(6)
84(6)

0.2854(1 )
0,2867(1 )

-0.01 54(6)
88(5)

o.2702111
0.2094(1 )
0.6238(5)
91 (5 )

0
0
o.8408
134(71

0.o6326(3)
0.93674(3)
o,4372{31
62(31

0.26156(4)
o.2979614],
o.4528(31
60(2)

0.1 9042(3)
0.1 9220(3)
0.0659(3)
53(2)

0.8901 9(9)
0.10981(9)
o,6 t 43(6)
74171

o
o
o.2910(4)
84(8)

0,93950(7)
0,06050(7)
0.5918(4)
93(7)

0.132103{8}
0.86697(8)
o.6559(4)
84(5)

0.90773t7t
o,09227t71

-0.0063(41
1 18(6)

o.o9o9s(7)
0.90901(7)

-o.o278t41

1 12(5)

0.1 8706(9)
o.'t9027(91
o.2894(41
84t41

0.28528(8)
o.2867z|El,

-0.0r s5(31
87t41

0.27036(91
0.20939(9)
0.0238(4)
81(4)

0 0
0.8408 0,8408
12917t 137(81

0,0632714l- 0.06322(3:
0.93673(4) 0.93678(3:
0.4369(3) O.4375(41
58(4) 62(31

0.26165(3) 0.26159(41
0.29795(3) 0.29800(4t
0.4529(3) 0.4630(4)
62(2t 66(2)

0.19041(3) 0.19043(3:
0.19213(3) O,1922313i
0.0660(3) 0.0662(3)
55(2) 56(2'

0.89018(9) 0.8902(11
0.10982(9) 0,1098(11
0.6148(4) 0.6143(5)
65(7) 71(8)

0
0
o.2922t41 0.292414l
104a7l 85(7)

0.93931(6) 0,93957(81
0,o6069(6) 0.00043(5)
0.5920(4) 0.5916(5)
98(61 e9(9)

0.13397(8) 0,13402(8)
0.86603(8) 0.88698(8)
0.5558(4) 0.5859(5)
86(6) 91(5)

0,90784(71 0.90779(8)
o.0921A|Jl 0.09221(8)

-0,0062(4) -0.00674(5)

111 (6 )  115 (61

o.09094(71 0.09091(8)
0.90908(7) 0.90909(8)

-o,o279(4t -O.O21e@l

106 (5 )  111 (6 )

o.18682{8) 0.18708(9t
o.19610(8) 0.1S027(91
0.2892(3) 0,28973t41
81(4) 84t41

0.28511(7) 0.28518(9)
o.28557(8) 0.28567(9)

-0.0156(3) -0.01532(4)

88(4) 88(4)

o.27020t8l O,27O27l.91
o.20447|9l 0.20946(9)
0.6240(3) 0.A2417|4l
90(4) 9O(4)

I X. Y and Z sits-scaftsring rofin6d using the scattadng factors for Na, Al and Al, rospectivsly.
* U q o U * . x 1 0 '
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TABLE 3. SELECTED INTERATOMIC DISTANCES (A) IN WITE CRYSTALS

TanT73

X-o(2)b,f x3 2.436121
X-o(4)b,f x3 2.774(11
X-O(s)b, f  x3 2.683(1)
<x-o> 2,631

Y-O(3) 2.125(11

Y-O(1)a 2,042131
Y-O(2)b x2 2,043(21
Y-O(6)c x2 2.017(2t
<Y-O> 2,048

2-0(6) 1,87812't
z-o(8) 1,924(3t
z-O(3)a 1,987121
z-o(7ld 1.959(2)
Z-ol7 le 1.899(3)

Z-O(8)e 1.894(2)
<z-o> 1,s24

si-o(6)  1.599(3)

si-o(7) 1,607(2t
si-o(4) 1 .634(1)
si-o(s) 1,657(21
<si-o> 1.624

B-O(2) 1 .366(1)
B-O(8)a \2 1.381(2)
<B-O> 137A

2.'144(31 2.445(31

2,771t1l 2.779l.2'l

2.886(1) 2.685(1)

2.834 2.e38

2.131(21 2,13412l.

2.035(3) 2.036(4)
2.035(3) 2,038(3)

2,O1A|2I 2.017(31

2.045 2,047

1 ,869 (3 )  1 .871 (3 )

1.930(3) r .923(3)
1.984t2t 1.986(3)

1,955(2) 1.956(31

1.897(3) 1 .895(4)

1.891 (2)  1 .891(3)

1.921 1 .920

1.604(41 1 .603(51
't.607(21 1.608(2)
'1.635(11 1,632(21

1.654121 1,652(3)

1.625 1,624

1 .370 (1 )  1 .367 (1 )

1.378(2t 1 .379(31

1.375 1 .375

2.M9(3\ 2.45613)
2.767(21 2,78211)
2.87A(1t  2.696(1)
2.631 2,845

2,136(2t 2.130(21

2,026(41 2.021(41

2.036(3) 2.028(31

2.01 1(3)  2.009(3)
2.043 2.038

1 .867(3) 1.878(3)
1.927t41 1.926(3)
1 ,984(3) 1.984(21
1.950(3) 1.958(3)

1,892(41 1.895(3)

1.892(3) 1.888(3)
1 . 9 1 9  1 . 9 2 2

1.606(5) 1.802(41

1.611(2' t  1.608(2)

1.635(2) 1.63112t
1.654(3) 1.650(3)
1,427 1 ,623

1  , 371  (1 )  1 .370 (1 )
'l ,374(3't 1 .381(2)
1 .373 1.377

2.451(3t 2.446t21

2,774('t', 2,776111

2 .686 (1 )  2 .685 (1 )

2,837 2,636

2,133(21 2.134(2t

2.030(3) 2.038(3)

2.040(31 2,039(21

2.014(31 2,016121

2.045 2.047

1.873(3) 1 .86S(2)

1.928(3) 1 .928(3)

1.989(3) 1 ,986(2)

1.963(3) 1.953(2)
'1.893(3) 1.894(3)

1 ,893 (3 )  1 .891 (2 )

1.922 1.920

1.607(41 1.606(31

1 .613 (2 )  1 .612 (11

1.634(21 1.634(1)

1.654(3) 1.654(2)

1,627 1 .627

1 .368(1) 1.372111

137AQt 1.37812',1

1 .375  1 ,376

2,450121 2.447121
2.774111 2.77311)
2.685(1) 2.683(1)
2.636 2,634

2.132(2't 2,133121
2.033(2', 2.033(2',
2.044121 2,036(21

2.O14t2t 2.017(2't

2.047 2,046

1.873(2t 1 .868(2)

1,927(21 1 .929t3)

1,988(2) 1.986(2)

1.955(2) 1 ,954(21

1.896(3) 1 .896(3t
I  .893(2) 1 .891 (3)

1.922 1 .921

1.606(3) 1.607(3)

1 . 6 1 1 ( 1 )  1 . 6 1 1 ( 1 )

1 ,633 (1 )  | . 636 (11
1.656(21 1.656(2)
1 .627  1 ,628

1 .368(11 1.374t1',,

1.379t2], 1'379121
1.375 1 ,377

Equivalsnt positions: a: y-x, y, zi bi V-x, -x, z' ci xt x-v, zi dt V-x+tA, -x+zh, z+Est ei -V+2h, x-y+1A,z+yet ft -y, x-v, z

apfu) and Bro3 (as Bo3-). The Li content was calcu-
lated as described by Btxns et al. (1994).

Drscussrow

Site-population determination by SREF is an
electron-counting technique with spatial resolution and
can be used for well-constrained analytical problems
(Hawthome & Grice 1990). Combined with EMPA of
the actual crystal used to collect the X-ray intensity
data, it provides extemely good characterization of
chemical composition and site populations. We first
derive the site populations from a combination of site-
scattering values, the unit formula derived by EMPA,
and stereochemical considerations at each site, and
then we examine the variation in mean bond-length as
a function of constituent-cation radii at each site.

B site

SREF is quite sensitive to the presence of B,
particularly if it is in solid solution with another
(possibly much heavier) scatlering species (Hawthorne
et al. L995). In the present case, the B position is

assigned as being fully occupied by B, and the
observed equivalent isotropic-displacement factors are
compatille with this assignment. The observed grand
<B-O> distance of L.375 A is comparable with
<t3lB-O> distances in a wide range of mineral and
inorganic structures. Thus the structure results are
compatible with full occupancy of the B site by B. Any
B significantly in excess of tlree atoms per formula
unit would be visible, either by observed density at a
new site orby areduction ofscatiering and mean bond-
length at the Si site. Neither of these situations is
observed and thus we may conclude that B is present
in these crystals in (or very close to) the fixed stoichio-
metric amount of 3 apfu; unit 1st-ot* (Iable 6) were
calculated on this basis.

Si site

The electron-microprobe data indicate insufficient
Si to fill the Si site in these crystals (Iable 6), and Al
v'6s ns5igned to this site as suggested by the observed
site-scattering values. From a review of data from
the literature, Foit (1989) has shown that the <Sr'-O>
distance in tourmaline is affected bv the talAl content.
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TABLE 4. SELECTED BOND ANGLES (') IN UVITE CRYSTALS

853

T72 T73 T74 T75 T76 T77 T78

o(4)-si-o(5)
o(4)-si-o(7)
o(5)-si-o(7)
o(6)-si-o(4)
o(6)-si-o(5)
o(6)-si*o(71
0(1)-Y-0(6)c x2
o(21-Y-o(2)b
0(3)-Y-o(2)b x2
O(0)-Y-O(6)c

o(1)-Y-o(2)b x2
o(2)-Y-O(6) x2
O(3)-Y-O(6)b x2

O(3)-z-o(7)e
o(3)-z-o(8)s
o(6)-z-o(8)
o(7)d-z-o(0)
o(7)d-z-o(8)
O(7)6-Z-O(8)e

o(3)-z-o(6)
o(3)-z-o(8)
0(6)-z-O(8)o
O(7)d-Z-O(7)s
O(7ld-z-O(8)o
O(7)e-z-o(8)

O(2)b-X-O(2)b,f x3
0(2lb,f-x-o(4)b,f x3
o(2)b,f-x-O(5)b,f xo
o(4)b-x-O(4)b,f x3
0(4)b,l-X-O(6)b,f x6

0(8)a-B-ot2) x2
O(8)-B-O(8)a

100 .3 (1 )  100 .7 (1 )  101 .O(1 )  100 .7 (1 )  101 .5 (1 )  101 .0 (1 )  101 .0 (1 )  100 .9 (1 )  100 ,7 (1 )

1 1 1 . O ( 1 1  1 1 1 . 0 ( 1 )  1 1 O . 7 ( 2 t  1 1 1 . O ( 2 )  1 1 0 . 5 ( r l  1 1 1 . 0 ( 1 )  1 1 1 . 0 ( 1 1  1 1 1 . 0 ( 1 )  1 1 0 ' 9 ( 1 )

1 r0 ,6 (1 )  110 ,7 (1 )  ' t 10 .7 (21  110 .8 (2 )  110 .6 (2 )  110 .8 (1 )  110 .8 (1 )  110 .6 (1 )  110 .7 (1 )

111 .7 (11  111 ,7111  111 .8 (2 )  111 .7 (2 t  111 '7121  111 ,71 ' , 1 ] '  111 .6 (1 )  111 '7111  111 .8 (1 )
' 111 .1 (1 )  111 ,2 (11  111 .0 (2 )  111 ,1 (21  110 .9 (2 )  110 .9 (1 )  111 .1 (1 )  111 .0 (1 )  11 ' , t . 2 (11

111 .6 (1 )  11 ' , t , 2 (11  111 ,2121  111 .0 (2 )  111 .3 (1 )  111 ,1 (1 )  111 .0 (1 )  111 ,211 \  11 ' , | . 1 t l )

97.6(1)  9S,O(1) 97,9(11 s8,4l2 l  98.3(2)  98'2(1)  98.0(1)  98'2(1)  98.2(1)

90.4(1)  .90,6(2)  90.9(2)  90.5(2)  91.112) 90.7(1)  90.6(2)  90.6(1)  90,6(1)

101 .3 (1 )  101 .4 (1 )  101 ,1 (1 )  100 .9 (21  101 .0 (1 )  100 .9 (1 )  1o1 .211 " t  100 .9 (11  101 .2 (1 )

89,2(1)  89.4(1)  89.1(2)  A9,4l2 l  89.2(1)  89.3(1)  89.6(1!  89.4(1)  89.4(1)

83,9(1)  83.8(1)  84.1(1)  84,1(1)  83.8(1)  84.0(1)  84.0(1)  84.0(1)  83.8(1)

90,2t1)  9o,O(1) 90.0(1)  9o.O(11 89.8(1)  89.9(1)  90.0(1)  90.0(1)  90,0(1)

77.2(11 7A.7( l  76.9(1)  76.6(1)  76'8{1}  76.8(1}  76,8(1)  76'9(1)  76'7|-11

94.4(1\  94,6(1)  94.3(11 94.7t2| '  94.6(1)  94.6(1)  94.5(1)  94.5(1)  94.6(1)

95.0(1)  94.8(1)  95.0(1 )  94.9(1 )  95.2(1 )  95.0(1 )  94.9(1 )  95.0(1 )  95.0(1 l

90,7(1)  90.6(1)  90.8(1)  S0.6(1)  eo.8(1)  90.6(11 90.6(1)  90,7(1)  90,6(1)

s2.4l1 l  92,6(1)  s2. 'Q' , t  92,5(21 e2,7l1 l  92.6(1)  92.5(1)  s2 '5(1)  92.6(1)

96 .2 (1 )  96 ,0 (11  96 .2 (1 )  96 .2 (1 )  96 .2 (1 )  96 .2 (1 )  96 ,1 (1 )  96 .3 (1 )  94 .1 (1 )

96 ,1 (1 )  96 .2 (1 )  96 .2 (11  e6 .1 (1 )  96 .1 (1 )  96 ' 2 (1 )  96 .2 (11  96 ' 1 (1 )  96 ,2 (1 !

83.9(1)  83.9(1)  84,0(1)  83.8(1)  83'5(1)  83.7(11 84.0(1)  83.8(1)  83.9(1)

91 .6 (1 )  91 .7 (1 )  91 ,5 (1 )  91 ,5 (1 )  91 .4 (1 )  91 .4 (1 )  91 .7 (1 )  91 .5 (1 )  91 ,6 (1 )

95.0(1)  95,1(1)  54,9(21 96.2(2)  95.1(2)  95.1(1)  95.1(11 95,1(1)  96.2(1)

90.6t1)  90.5(1)  90.6(11 90.4(1)  90.6(1)  90.5(1)  90,4(1)  90.5(1)  90.5(1)

77.Al1l 77,81rl]l 77,61',t't 77.7(11 77,61'tl 77'6{-11 77,7t1]' 77'7(11 77.71'tl

78.3(11 78.3(1)  78.3(1)  78.3(1)  78.2(11 78,2111 78,211t  78.3(1)  78.21' t )

73.1(1)  72.6tU 72.9(11 72.4(11 72.311' t  72.6(11 72'6111 72'7(1t  72'5(11

70.3(1)  70.3(1)  70.1(1)  70.1(1)  70'6(1)  70.1(1)  70,2111 70.1(1)  70.2(11

86.5(1)  86.4(11 S6.4(1)  86.3(1)  86.7(1)  86.3(1)  86.3(11 86.3(1)  86.4(11

104 .9 (1 )  105 .3 (1 !  106 .2 (1 )  105 .6 (1 )  105 .2 (1 )  10E .5 (1 )  105 '4 (1 )  105 '4 (1 )  105 .5 (1 )

55,1(1)  55.3(1)  5s,2(1)  56.4(1)  s5 '2(1)  55.3(1)  65'3(1)  55.3(1)  55'3( t )

120.6(1) 120,8(2t 120,5(21 '.t20,7(2\ 120.7(21 '120.7(l 1zo'7(21 120.6(1) 120.7(11

118 .8 (2 !  118 ,3 (2 )  118 .9 (21  118 .7 (2 )  118 .6 (2 )  118 .6 (2 )  118 .5 (2 )  118 .8 (1 )  118 ,6 (1 )

However. the correlation befween <Si-O> and t4lAl

content was found to be low, probably because of
inaccurate compositional data for the tourmaline
crystals used for structure refinement. We have
circumvented this problem by analyzing the actual
crystals used for the collection of the X-ray intensify
data. Figure I shows the variation in <Si-O> as a

TABLE 5. SITE-SCATTERING (APfu} DERIVED BY SREF AND EMPA
EXPRESSED AS EOUIVALENT ELECTRONS PEB SITE

X site Ysite Zsita

SREF EMPA SREF EMPA SREF

function of t4lAl content for the uvite crystals of this
work and the crystals of manganiferous elbaite refined
by tsums et al. (1994). There is a.good linear correla-
ti-on: <Si-o> = L.620 + 0.01'62 [4]Al, r = 0.961. The
slope is very close to that predicted for a hard-sphere
model, confirming that it is Al (rather than Mg or a
fortuitous combination of Li and V) that occurs with Si
at this site.

Could there be significant occupancy of the Si site
by B in fhese uvite stuctures? We may examine this
possibility from two viewpoints: (1) site scattering, and
(2) mean bond-length. Site-scattering refinement at the
,!i site converges to 84 elecfrons per formula unit (epfu)
for a cross-section of these sffuctures examined here.
The mean Si content of these tourmaline crystals is
-5.6 apfu. If the balance of the Sl site were filled with
B, the scatlering at the Si site would be 80.4 epfu' a
value significantly different from those found by site-
scattering refinementso which are compatible with
virtually complete occupancy by atoms of atomic
number (close to) 14. Tenahedrally coordinated B has
a radius of 0.11 A (Qhannon 1976), significantly less
than that of Si (0.26 A) and Al (0.39 A). Any incorpo-
ration of B at the Si site would decrease the <Si-O>

T72 17.7111 14.2
T73 17,4('tt 17.4

T74 16.7(1)  17.2

w5 17,3(1)  17.s
T76 15.7(1)  r  6.9
-r77 17.0(1) 17.2
T78 17.2(1t 17.4
w9 17.6(1)  17.7
T80 17,4111 17.4

<dev.> 1.7%

35.1(2) 36.2

35.2(2t 35.8
35.6(2) 35.8
35.8(2) 35.7
36.0t2) 35.9
35.9(21 36.7
35.1(21 36.3
35.5(2) 36.3
35.9(2) 30.4

1.30h

77,1(41 77.5
77.1(4t 77,8
77.Ol3l 78.0
77.6(31 7A.3
76.6l.41 75.6
77,414t 79.1
77,2(41 78.7
77.0(31 78.5
77,6t41 78.9

1.30h
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TABLE 6. ELECTRON-MICROPROBE DATAI (WT%) FOR UVITE CRYSTALS

w3 'r74 T75 '176 r'77 'nA T7S

sio2 35.18
ro, o.21
Af2oa 28.32

(BrO3) 10.52
VrO, 0.21
Cr2Os 0.03
MsO 14.58
CaO 4.59
NarO O.54
uro o.03

(H2O) 2,75
F 1 .85
O=F -0 .7S

34.47 35.18
o.23 0.21

30.42 30.28
10.58 10.66
o.1s 0.40
0.04 0.04

13.58 13.54
4.33 3.99
o.72 0.91
o.o8 0.12
2.49 2.91
1 .60  1 .62

-0.67 -0.68

34.06 36.10
o.28 0.17

31.92 30.37
10.66 10.80
o.45 0.85
o.05 0.o7

12,75 13.33
4.40 3.45
0 .65  1 .16
o .77  0 .14
? 2

1,43  1 .54
-0.60 -0.65

34.35 33.89
0.26 0.29

30.88  31 .76
10.69  10 .69

1,54  0 .96
o . 1 7  0 . 1 7

1 3 . 1 5  1 2 . 9 4
4.11  4 ,44
0.81  0 .64
o.o8  0 .13
2.85 2.94
1 , 7 4  1 . 5 7

-o.75 -0.66

34,48 34.46
o.29 0.21

30.49 30.86
10.66 10.69
o.93 1.25
0.o8 0.13

13.53 13.24
4,40 4.28
0.64 0.70
o.o8 0.10
2.94 2.90
r .56 1.66

-0.66 -O.70

Total 98.03 99.18 99.27 100.33 99,92 99.41 99.78

si
AI
tsi

AI
Mg
22

Mg

Cr

U
:Y

Na

:x
OH

F
s,216
o,784

3.085
n  o i F

3.192
0.808

3.195

0.805

3.146

0.854

5.813 5.664
0.187 0,336
6.000 6.000

5.328 5.555
0,672 0.M5
6.000 6.000

2.919 2,8a2
0.026 0.028
0.028 0.024
0.004 0.005
0.023 0.060
3.000 3.000

0.813 0.762
0.173 0.229
0.986 0,991

3.033 3.168
0.967 0,832

5.734 5.551
0.266 0.449
6.000 6.000

5.561 5.682
0.449 0,318
6.000 6.000

2.441 2.790
0.026 0.034
0.052 0.059
0.005 0.006
o,07e o.1 10
3.0oo 3.000

0.697 0.768
0.2s8 0.205
0.985 0.973

3.r65 3.263
0.835 0.737

6.8'r 0 5,584
0.190 0.4r  6
6.000 6.000

5,570 5.500
0.430 0.500
6.000 6.000

2.765 2.687
o.o21 0.032
o.110 0.201
0.009 0.022
o,o92 0.058
3.OOO S.OO0

0.695 0.716
0.362 0.255
0.957 0.971

5.512 5.625 5.604
0.488 0.375 0.396
6,000 6.000 6.000

5.600 5.4A7 5,619
0.400 0.513 0,4A1
6.000 6.000 6.000

2.734 2,777 2.729
o.o35 0.036 0.026
0.125 0.122 0.163
o.o22 0.010 0.017
o.o80 0.056 0.066
3.OOO 3.OOO 3.000

0.774 0.709 0,746
0,202 0.202 0.221
0.976 0.971 0.967

r U2O, 8203, H2O €3timat6d by stoichiometry; Fs, Zn, Cu. Mn, K not detoctsd.

bond-length, whereas the data for the uvite crvstals
show that as the proportion of Si decreases, the <S]i-O>
bond-length increases. Indeed assuming a hard-sphere
model, we can predict the variation of the <Si-O> dis-
tance in these tourmaline crystals 4gsuming complete
occupancy of the Si site by (Si,B) and (Si,Al); rhese
curves are shown in Figure 1. It is immediately
apparent that the curve for Al incorporation at the Si
site corresponds closely to the observed relationship,
whereas the curve for B incorporation at the Si site is
completely incomFatible with the observed data.

Ftc. 1. Variation in <St-O> as a function of talAl content of
the,Si site; uvite crystals are shown as solid circles, elbaire
crystals of Burns et al. (L994) are shown as triangles; the
V-bearing tourmaline of Foit & Rosenberg (1979) is
shown as a star, and the mean value for <Si-O> in several
I4lAl-free tourmaline crystals is represented by the black
diamond. The broken line shows the ideal slope fora hard-
sphere model of the Al = Si substitution: the dotted line
shows the corresponding slope for a B * Si substitution.
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Indeed, if we assume that the slight discrepancy
between the ideal Al line and the observed data is due
to B at the Si site (together with Al), the amount of B
would only be 0.06 apfu at an Si content of 5.60 apfu.
Furthermore, it should be noted that inductively caused
deviations from the hard-sphere model are common in
many structure-types, and the deviation of the ideal Al-
substitution line and the observed data is well within
the range of similar differences in other conrmon
strucfure-types. Thus we conclude that there is
negligible B at the 'ti site in these uvite crystals.

Y + Z sites

It was shown by Hawthome et al. (1993) that it is
profitable to consider the variation in grand mean
bond-length at the Y and Z sites as a function of
constituent-cation tadius, as this obviates any problems
associated with erroneous assignment of cations to the
Y and Z sites. Figure 2 shows this variation for the uvite
crystals of this work and the crystals sf manganiferous
elbaite of Burns e/ qL (L994). The line on Figure 2
is the curve drawn by Grice & Ercit (1994) for their
set of tourmaline crystals. There is good agreement
among the three sets of data. The data for uvite
lies slightly below the curve, the result ofthe higher F-

content of the uvite crystals. Note that the aluminous
elbaite of Gorskay a et al. (L982) also lies on this curve.
Hawthorne et aI. (1993) 6prry n similar curve, but one
that differs considerably in slope from that of Grice &
Ercit (1994). Most of the [terature data used by
Hawthorne et al. (L993) are reasonably compatible
with the curve of Grice & Ercit (1994), but it seems
likely that there are errors in some of the older
refinements of the stucture, probably related to the
reported chemical compositions. The more modem
data essentially summarized by the data and line of
Figure 2, indicate that there is a fairly well-developed
relationship between the aggregate sizes and composi-
tions of the I and Z polyhedra. More data in the future
will further refine the accuracy of this relationship, and
make it usefirl as a compositional determinant"

Z site

It has been shown that Mg can occur at this site
(Hawthorne et al. 1993, Grice & Frcit 1994), and the
unit formulae derived from elecfron-microprobe results
are consistent with this behavior; there is insuffrcient
Al to fill the Z site completely, and the deficiency must
be made up by Mg and perhaps small amounts of
transition metals. This assignment is also reasonably

a '1.96

o

6
I

N
6+
6 t.ea
*
(Y)

0.56 0.58 0.60

<rN+Z)> G)

Frc. 2. Weighted mean bond-length of the I and Z polyhedra as a function of the
constituent-cation radius in uvite crystals (solid circles) and elbaite crystals (hiangles);
the line is that of Grice & Ercit (1994), and the encircled star represents the aluminous
elbaite of Gorskaya et al. (1982).
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Frc. 3. Variation in <Z-0> distance as a function of

constituent-cation radius. The legend is as in Figures 1
and 2; the filled triangle represents the elbaite of Grice &
Ercit (1994).

compatible with the variation in <24> bond-lengths
within this group of crystals. Vanadium was arbitrarily
split equally between the Y and Z sites; this leads rc
equally good agreement between refined site-scattering
values and assigned cations at the I and Z sites
(Table 5), suggesting that this procedure is not too far
from reality. Note that Foit & Rosenberg (1979)
showed V3+ to occur at both the I and Z sites in a
sample of V-rich tourmaline. Figure 3 shows the varia-
tion in <Z-0> as a function of the mean comtituenr
ionic radius of. the Z cations assuming that all 16]4l
occurs at the Z site. There is a linear relationship with
a slope of 0.41 and deviations of 30.001 A. However.
this relationship deviates significantly from a hard-
sphere model slope of 1.0. Figure 3 also shows the data
of Bums et al. (1994), Gaskaya et al. (1982), selected
data from Grice & Ercit (1994), and the curyes of
Hawthome et al. (L993) and Grice & Ercit (1994). The
curve of Hawthome et al. (L993) fits the elbaite and
uvite data better than the curve of Grice & Ercit (19941;
however, it does not fit the data of Grice & Ercit as
well as their curve. Obviously, there are additional
complications regarding the Z sits in tourmaline that
still remain to be untangled. Note also the range in
<24> distance for elbaite crystals, 1.898-1.910 A
(data from Gorskaya et al. 1982, Grice & E;rcit 1994,
Btms et al. 1994). Does this represent Z occupancy by
other cations in addition to Al, or is it an inductive
effect from other variations in the structure? The latter

suggestion does not seem likely, as the range of
distance occurs in a specific variety (elbaite) of tour-
maline. However, if this range of <24> distances is
due to cations larger than Al at the Z site, it is apparent
that the curves of Hawthorne et al. (1993) and Grice &
Ercit (1994) overestimate the size of the Z octahedron
for a given constituent-cation radius. Only additional
data can resolve this problem.

Y site

The tourrnaline samples exarnined here are essen-
tially Fe-free, and hence there is no problem associated
with determining the valence states of Fe. Furthermore,
the spectoscopic results of Schmetzer (1982) show V
to be present only in the trivalent state in all samFles of
tourmaline thathe examined; this is also in accord with
the lack of a heavy scatterer (Z > 14) at the tetrahedral
site. Consequently, the resulting cations assigned to the
ts site (Table 6) can be used to calculate the effective
X-ray scattering at this site in each crystal, as moffied
for the proposed disorder of V3* between the y and. Z
sites. The X-ray scatlering is actually measured by site-
scattering refinement during the SREF procedure
(Table 5). The agreement between the effective scatter-
ing at each site faom the two methods is close" with a
mean relative deviation of 1".37o. The measure of
agreement between the two sets of data indicates a high
level ofaccuracy in the deterrnination ofeffective site-
scattering by these two methods in the case of the uvite
crystals examined here.

<(n> (A)

Ftc. 4. Variation in <I-O> distance as a function of
constituent-cation radius; legend as in Figures 1 and 2.
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The variation in <y-O> as a function of the con-
stituent-cation radius at the Isite is shown in Figure 4.
Also shown are the data of Gorskaya et al. (1982),
Burns e/ al. (L994) and the elbaite crystal of Grice &
Ercit (1994), together with the curve of Grice & Ercit
(L994). The latter curve fits the data much better than
the curve of Hawthorne et al. (1993), and the I site
seems to be exhibiting much more consistent behavior
than the Z site with reference to the structural data
currently available.

X site

The electron-microprobe data show this site to
contain significant Ca and Na, with no detectable K
and insignificant amounts of vacancies. A comparison
of the SREF and EMPA results is given in Table 5. The
relative discrepanry between the two sets ofresults is
similar to that observed at the I and Z sites.

Anion disorder in the tourmnline structure

There are two aspects of order-disorder that affect
the anion sites in the tourmaline structure: (1) OH-F
substitution, and (2) positional disorder at the O(1) and
O(2) sites.

OH-F sabstitution: T\e uvite crystals examined here
have a relatively high p content (between 0.74 ard
0.97 apfu), the F substituting for OH. In the tourmaline
sftucture, the O(1) and O(3) anions are generally
monovalent, and hence F can potentially substitute for
OH at either or both of these siles. Grice & Ercit (1994)
showed, using bond-valence arguments, that F orders
at the O(1) site in a wide variety of tourmaline
sftuctures. The results of our refinements provide
direct scattering evidence for the behavior of F. With
the scattering at O(1) and O(3) assigned as O2-, the
equivalent isoftopic-displacement factors are norrnal
(i.e., approximately equal to those of the divalent-anion
sites in the sfrucfure at 0.009) for the O(3) site and
anomalously low (<0.003>) at the O(1) site; this is
typical for replacement of OH by F (Hawthome 1979).
Thus F is stongly to completely ordered at the O(1)
site in these uvite crystals.

To further examine this effect, we refined the F-OH
occupancy at the O(1) site. The refinements converged
to significant F occupancies of O(1), and the displace-
ment factors were more similar 6s those of the other
anions in the structure (Table 2). A comparison of
the refined F occupancy of O(1) with the F content
determined by electron-microprobe analysis is grven in
Figure 5; the values are very simil41, and indicate that
F sfrongly to completely orders at the O(1) site.

Positional disorder. Burns et al. (1994) noted that in
many refined structures of tourmaline, the anisotropic
displacement parameters of the anions at the O(1) and

/
/

t /y
/ . / .

/ o'c
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=
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o.o o.5

F* hpfu)
Ftc. 5. Variation in refined F content of the O(1) site as a

function of the F content of the crystal, as determined by
electron-microprobe analysis.

O(2) sites are large and very strongly anisotropic
compared to those of the other anions in the structure.
They interpreted these features in tenns of positional
disorder induced by the local association of cations of
very different size and charge. This being the case,
tourmaline species without such variation in cation
characteristics should not show such large and
anisotropic displacement parameters. This is the case
for the uvite crystals examined here. The equivalent
isoftopic displacement factors for O(1) and O(2) me
similar to tlrose of the ofher anions in the stucture, and
these anions do not have the same degree of anisotropy
shown by the analogous anions in elbaite @ums er a/.
1994). This is in line with the site populations at the
X ard Y sites. In the uvite crystals exemined here,
the Y site is dominated by Mg, (-2.8 Mg apfu as
compared with 3 I apfu), and hence the O(1) anion is
coordinated pdmarily by Mg. $imilarly, the X site is
completely occupied by Ca and Na; these cations are
similar in size and differ in formal charge only by 1+,
and hence will not induce significant disorder at' OQ}
Thus the lack ofpositional disorder involving anions in
the uvite crystals examined here is in accord with the
model of local order proposed by Burns et al. (1994).

ColtclustoNs

(1) The Si content of these uvite crystals is signifi-
cantly less than 6 apfu. Assignment of Al to the Si site
in quantities sufftcient to fill that site results in a linear
variation in <Si-O> as a function of fhe amount of
assigned tal61.

1.O
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(2) Examination of results of recent structure-refine-
ments for tourmaline (this work, Burns et al. 1994,
Grice & Ercit 1994) shows no well-defined relation-
ship between 4.Q> and constituent Z-cation radius.
(3) There is a well-developed linear relationship
between <y-O> and constituent l-cation radius for
recently refined structures of tourmaline.
(4) Site-scattering refinemenl shows F to be stongly to
complelely ordered at the O(1) site in the uvite crystals
examined here.
(5) The O(1) and O(2) anion positions do not show
enhanced disorder in these uvite crystals, consistent
with occupancy of the I site dominantly by one type
of cation (Mg), and the lack of significant amounts of
vacancies at the X site.
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